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Krups; Precision, Perfection, Passion... beyond the everyday,
beyond the norm, beyond reason.
The Krups brand was founded in Germany with a focus
on excellence and offers solidly designed products that
combine precision, performance and sleek & elegant design.
It aims to satisfy the most demanding of connoisseurs who
look for expertly crafted products that give exceptional
results.
The brand’s know-how is best expressed by its espresso
makers and coffee machines.
Krups is the must-have brand for all specialists on a quest to
satisfy and share in their passion.
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Precision and Quality
Since 1946

Since its creation in 1846 in Germany, the Krups
brand developed its expertise in a world where
precision is required.
Initially specialized in high precision scales for
diamonds, pharmacists and goldsmiths, Robert
Krups had an ambition and a philosophy: “My
deepest desire is to achieve with my products
the highest level of technical perfection”.
In the 1950s Krups broadens its skills and
develops electric household appliances. With
the launch of T8 coffee maker the brand’s
expertise in the coffee field was born.

Today, precision, perfection, and passion are
the driving engines of the Krups brand and the
products it develops.
Whether it’s an automatic espresso machine or
a waffle maker, each product is developed and
thought of under these three values… for the
passion of expert users.
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Precision
The accuracy is the “rule of art”. In this spirit, Krups creates
tools uncompromising to their degree of precision.
They allow you to master the rituals of each preparation.

Perfection
The success of a recipe requires absolute confidence in the
tool. Krups machines, whatever their functions are, they
are reliable and efficient. Every moment of use becomes
an exceptional moment.

Passion
Krups designs and manufactures machinery for the true
connoisseurs to satisfy their passion. The attention given to
the smallest detail, design and product quality, contributes
to the real pleasure the minute you start the machine.
A combination of a technological perfection and exclusive
design - Krups is aimed at connoisseurs and experts in
search of products without compromise, offering professional performance for their culinary rituals.
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KITCHEN MACHINES

KA950
Kitchen Machine
Power: 1200 W
Krups Motor Technik®
Digital control panel: 12 speeds
with pulse function
Unlock Switch
3 power outlets:
- Main mixing outlet
- Front accessory outlet
- Top outlet
5 L stainless steel bowl with
handles
Multifunction kitchen machine
with topline and open kneading
bowl
LCD screen display
Scale control
Tmer Control
All non electrical parts are dishwasher safe
Dimensions: L 380mm x W
180mm x H 310mm
White finish

KA 990
Kitchen Machine
Power: 1200 W
Krups Motor Technik®
Digital control panel: 12 speeds
with pulse function
Backlit silicone keyboard
Planetary mixing action
5 L stainless steel mixing bowl
with preservation lid
Removable stainless steel blades
Pastry kit: stainless steel double
kneading hook,
new whisk and metal beater
Metal body
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KITCHEN MACHINES

KA902
Kitchen Machine
Power: 1200 W
Digital Control Panel: 12
speeds with pusle funtion
5 L stainless steel bowl with
handles
Bole mixerinox 1,5 L
3 sorties
Multifunction kitchen machine
with top drive and open
kneading bowl
LCD screen display
Scale Control
Timer Control
All non-electrical parts are
dishwasher safe
Color: Silver
Made in France

KA901
Kitchen Machine
Power: 1200 W
Digital Control Panel: 12 speeds
with pusle funtion
5 L stainless steel bowl with
handles
Bole mixerinox 1,5 L
3 sorties
Multifunction kitchen machine
with top drive and open kneading bowl
LCD screen display
Scale Control
Timer Control
All non-electrical parts are dishwasher safe
Color: White
Made in France
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FOOD PROCESSORS

KA801
Food Processor
Power: 1100 W
Krups Motor Technik®
Digital control panel: 3 speeds
with pulse function and automix
3.5 L chopper bowl
4.5 L stainless steal bowl with
kneading button
1.5 L Glass blender bowl
mini chopper: 0.25 L
Scale Control
Timer Control
Metallic Accessories:
- Whisk, Knife, Kneader
- 3 reversible disks
Color: White
Made in France
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ICE CREAM MAKER

G VS 141
Ice cream maker
Capacity: 1.6 L
Cooling bowl
Agitator steering rod
Lid with opening
Colour: White/metallic ring

CITRUS PRESS

ZX 7000
Citrus Press
Power: 130 W
Selector 3 positions
Removable soft touch handle
Stainless steel filter
Universal cone
Removable drops collector
tray
Body: Metal
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GRILL

PG 7000
Panini Grill Expert
Power: 1800 W
667cm2 non-stick coated
cooking plate
with embedded heating
element
Adjustable thermostat from
200° to 400 °
Floating hinge system
On/off and ready to cook lights
Locking lid
Vertical storage
Colour: Titanium brushed
stainless steel

TOASTER

F EM241
Toaster
Power: 1100 W
2 slots 13cm/length
Re-heating top
Stop function
Extra-elevation (3 positions)
Defrost function
Re-heating function
Cool walls
Crumbs tray
Colour: Black & stainless steel
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KETTLES

FLA143
Kettle
Power: 2200 W
Capacity: 1.7 L
Cordless
Water level indicator
360˚ multi-directional base
Concealed heating element
Automatic stop
Removable decalcification filter

FL F34W
Kettle
Power: 2200 W
Capacity: 1.6 L
Cordless
2 water level indicators
Bayonet lid + security on spout
360˚ multi-directional base
Concealed heating element
Stainless steel base
Anti-scale filter
Automatic stop
Body: stainless steel
Colour: Black & stainless steel
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ESPRESSO

XP 522030
Simple Pump
Stainless steel thermoblock
15 bar pump
Krups “Tamping” System
Pre-brewing function
Single filter holder with “Ejection”
system
Compatibility with all pods
Steam nozzle for milk frothing
Heating cups tray
1.1 L water tank capacity

XP 524030
Simple Pump
Stainless steel thermoblock
15 bar pump
Krups “Tamping” System
Pre-brewing function
Single filter holder with
“Ejection” system
Compatibility with all pods
New steam nozzle for
milk frothing
Heating cups tray
1.1 L water tank capacity
Overhead and over drip tray
in stainless steel
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ESPRESSO
XP 224030
Combi Espresso

Die cast thermoblock system
New steam nozzle

Universality + user friendly

15 bar pressure pump
Pre-brewing function
Patented Krups “Tamping” System
Single filter holder with “Ejection”
system
Ground coffee from 7 g to 14 g
Compatibility with all pods
Steam nozzle for milk frothing
Heating cups tray
1.1 L water tank capacity
Optional aqua filter system
Die cast top & bottom front parts
Die cast brewing head
Stainless steel all over head and all over
drip
Filter coffee maker: Duo filter
10 cup glass jug,
1.25 L of coffee
Water level indicator
Anti-drip
Pilot light
Flow stop
Timer
Aroma selection
(strong or normal)
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COFFEE MILLS

G VX242
Coffee Grinder
Power: 100 W
225 g seeds tray
125g grinding capacity
Grin ding millstone system
17 levels of grinding
Colour: Black & stainless steel
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Nexty sarl
Exclusive distributor of Moulinex, Rowenta and Krups
- Fawaz Holding building - Justinien Street
- P.O.Box: 113-62 62 - Beirut-Lebanon
- Tel: +961 1 36 43 92 - Fax: +961 1 36 42 88
- info@fawazholding.com
- www.fawazholding.com

